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Abstract

Most of the efforts concerning graphical representations
of humans (Virtual Humans) have been focused on synthe-
sizing geometry for static or animated shapes. The next step
is to consider a human body not only as a 3D shape, but as
an active semantic entity with features, functionalities, in-
teraction skills, etc. The ontology for Virtual Humans we are
defining will provide the ”semantic layer” required to re-
construct, stock, retrieve and reuse content and knowledge
related to Virtual Humans. The connection between the se-
mantic and graphical data is achieved thanks to an inter-
mediate layer based on anatomical features extracted form
morphological shape analysis. The resulting shape descrip-
tors can be used to derive higher-level descriptors from the
raw geometric data. High-level descriptors can be used to
control human models.

1. Introduction

Virtual Humans, as graphical representations of human
beings have a large variety of applications. Within inhab-
ited Virtual Environments, Virtual Humans (VHs) are a
key technology that can provide virtual presenters, virtual
guides, virtual actors, and be used to show how humans be-
have in various situations [24].

Creating Virtual Humans is a complex and time con-
suming task which involves several Computer Science ar-
eas: Artificial Intelligence, Computer Graphics, Geometric
Modelling, Multimodal Interfaces, etc. In this article we
give an overview of the state of the art on analysis and syn-
thesis of human shapes. We present recent advances and un-
derlaying difficulties on the creation of VHs. Our main con-

tribution focuses on proposing a semantics-based method
for organizing the various types of data that constitute a Vir-
tual Human. The knowledge related to the synthesis, anima-
tion and functionalities of VHs is formally specified in the
form of an ontology.

An ontology representation of a virtual human must be
closely linked to the associated graphical one. It is partic-
ularly required to be able to go from the graphical repre-
sentation to the ontology -semantic- one: with the analy-
sis of the 3D graphical representation in order to query the
3D models for semantic information. It is also required to
be able to go from the ontology description to the graphi-
cal representation: with the integration of the semantic de-
scriptors in the modelling and animation process, which
means that we need to construct the graphical representa-
tion of a virtual human from the semantic descriptors. This
is made possible thanks to an intermediate layer of humans
shape descriptors (features, landmarks, segments...). Nowa-
days, many detailed 3D datasets of human bodies are avail-
able, and with current scanning technology, new ones are
relatively easy to produce. As a result, recent modelling
approaches, based on real data and statistical analysis of
shapes database, should allow for controlling the synthe-
sis of human shapes with high-level body descriptors.

The next section of this paper is dedicated to the syn-
thesis of human shapes based on real data. These are par-
ticularly suited to derive semantic data based on human
shape synthesis methods. The third section surveys the
requirements for modelling active virtual humans, which
means turning virtual humans into entity able to interact
inside and with the virtual environment. The fourth sec-
tion demonstrates that the morphological analysis of human
body shapes combined with anthropometric knowledge al-
lows to extract accurate low-level semantic features. Finally
we propose our preliminary ontology description for Virtual
Humans.



2. Analysis and Synthesis of Human Shapes

2.1. Body shape reconstruction and synthesis

As described by T. Dey in [7], the recent advances in
scanning technology [6] let rapidly emerge what he calls
“sample based geometric modeling” for digital modeling of
physical objects from sample points. The basic idea of these
modeling methods relies on the usage of acquisition devices
such as 3D scanners for extracting geometric data from
a real instance. Because the source of the models is real
data, they are suitable for producing realistic looking ob-
jects. However, acquisition devices do not provide “ready-
to-use” results and post-processes are required in order to
obtain an accurate shape. Acquired data are usually noisy,
over-sampled and incomplete.

Two strategies are possible to manage the acquisition
post-process: either consider any object shape as a soup of
triangles and therefore only rely on geometric information
such as curvature to drive and control noise removal, re-
sampling and hole-filling, or consider that each object is an
instance of a family of objects that share similarities and
therefore use templates to correct and complete the acquired
data.

This first category is general but does not catch the speci-
ficities of the reconstructed object. It can miss important
features of the object or complete it in an inconsistent man-
ner. The second strategy is already widely used by designers
when they interactively model a complex shape: they start
from an existing similar one and deform it according to the
knowledge they have about this family of objects

The integration of pre-existing knowledge in automatic
reconstruction process should greatly improve the accuracy
of the resulting instance to capture all the features of the
object’s family. Automating this approach requires the ex-
traction of high-level information from the acquired data in
order to apply knowledge-based methods. Such those pro-
posed in [15] and [8] for hole-filling. But they are not al-
ways relevant and appropriate for extrapolating the missing
shape surface at holes for human shape.

Therefore it is clear that an accurate and robust recon-
struction of the human shape requires incorporating knowl-
edge of morphology and anthropometry [14] (figure 1).
Automating this approach requires the extraction of high-
level information from the acquired data in order to apply
knowledge-based methods.

Human body shape is a typical example family of artic-
ulated physical object: it does not have only one shape but
many, corresponding to all the possible postures that the un-
derlying articulated skeleton can take. When acquiring scan
data, we only obtain a single static snapshot of the body
shape. As such and for many range applications, this sta-
tic snapshot is not sufficient as it does not capture all the

Figure 1. Example of small size holes filling
with PolyMender.

possible degrees of flexibility of the human shape.
To mimic the flexible and dynamic behavior of the hu-

man shape, the traditional approach uses skeleton-driven
deformations, a classical method for the basic skin defor-
mation that is among the most widely used techniques in
3D character animation. It binds a 3D shape to an articu-
lated control skeleton. Binding information is then used to
deform the body shape according to control skeleton mo-
tion (figure 2).

Figure 2. Human shape and its associated
control articulated skeleton.

Therefore constructing an appropriate and accu-
rate model of human shape should not only reconstruct
a 3D shape that matches the body of the scanned volun-
teer but should also reconstruct all the related informa-
tion that makes it possible to reproduce the human shape in
any of its possible postures. This aspect includes a high de-
gree of integration of the semantic of human body within
the construction process.

From this short introduction, we can understand that hu-
man shape (re)construction involves:



• Reconstructing more than only the static shape infor-
mation (and particularly the control animation struc-
ture: control skeleton and skin binding).

• Taking into account more than only the available input
geometrical information in the reconstruction process.

Algorithms making use of domain knowledge are
more accurate because they prevent the surface from er-
roneously being corrected in under-sampled areas. Exam-
ples are template-model based fitting strategies, where scan
data is repaired with the geometry from a template sur-
face. These approaches are gaining more and more inter-
est. Examples include the methods proposed by Käahler
et al. [17] for faces, using the template-to-data correspon-
dence found using easily identifiable landmarks and Allen
et al. [2],[1] who reconstruct bodies using correspon-
dence markers attached to the scanned people.

In [20], Moccozet et al. proposed a full reconstruction
pipeline that produces a close approximation of the scanned
data of a human body. It is based on fitting a human tem-
plate model defined in [22] by Seo et al. (which includes
both the skin surface and the animation control informa-
tion) to the scanned data.

In [3], Ben Azouz et al. propose an alternate approach
for extracting the variations of the human shape from a 3-
D anthropometric database using a volumetric representa-
tion of human shapes. More recently, Wang [25] described
a feature-based parametrization of the human body for con-
structing mannequins from body scan data. However, none
of these methods integrates the semantic information related
to the animation structure required to control and animate
the human shape.

The semantic description of human body shape requires
defining the common features between human shapes. Al-
ternatively, this should also bring to another open question:
what makes each body shape different from each other or in
other terms, how far is it possible to characterize the indi-
vidualization of human shape morphologies?

3. Active human body representation

Once a virtual reconstructed object will be immersed in-
side a virtual environment, it will have to be able to act as its
real counterpart. Therefore it can not be limited to a soup of
triangles without higher level information. This is particu-
larly true for virtual humans. Whenever they are included
within a virtual environment, they are expected to move
and interact with this environment. Obviously, the 3D body
shape and even the control animation structure do not in-
clude the required level of information for modeling an “ac-
tive” human shape.

3.1. First level of interaction: accessories

Accessories are objects such as clothes, jewels, hats,
glasses that are attached to the human shape. Their motion
and animation depends on the motions and animations of
the human shape itself. Attaching accessories to a human
shape involves locating where they should be placed on the
body shape and extracting measurements information in or-
der to fit the accessories to the body shape. At first glance,
correctly placing an accessory intuitively relies on a mor-
phological segmentation of the human shape, e.g. a watch
will be placed at the border between the hand and the fore-
arm; a shirt will cover the trunk and the arms.

Morphological segmentation of the human shape can
also be used to optimize the simulation process when flex-
ible accessories such as clothes are simulated according to
the human shape animation. In [5], Cordier et al. automati-
cally resized the garments worn on a 3D body model as the
body changes its dimension.

3.2. Second level of interaction: animation

For animating characters there is the assumption
that human shape is articulated. Is commonly used the
H-Anim [13] standard to define a skeleton to the hu-
man shape with the information needed to deform properly
the geometry to give a natural looking (see fig. 2). The tra-
ditional techniques to synthesize human movements
trough the skeleton are kinematics, dynamics or a com-
bination of them [16], [19]. They are used as tools for
animating but don’t provide a system for autonomous be-
havior.

Synthesizing autonomous behavior consist in the tech-
niques to provide to the character the ability of perform
tasks, communicate, socialize, take decisions etc. by it-
self. In this level animations involves many others scien-
tific fields of knowledge as artificial intelligence, psychol-
ogy, biology, etc. Therefore for this preliminary version of
the ontology we limit ourselves to consider that the human
body can be animated through its articulations; and the ex-
istence of animation sequences and behavioral controllers
that drive its movements.

3.3. Third level of interaction: manipulation of ob-
jects

The necessity to model interactions between an object
and a virtual human appears in most applications of com-
puter animation and simulation. Such applications encom-
pass several domains, as for example: virtual autonomous
agents living and working in virtual environments, human
factors analysis, training, education, virtual prototyping,
and simulation-based design.



Smart Objects are an interesting way to model general
agent-object interactions based on objects containing inter-
action information of various kinds: intrinsic object proper-
ties, information on how to interact with it, object behav-
iors, and also expected agent behaviors. The smart object
approach, introduced by Kallmann and Thalmann [18] ex-
tends the idea of having a database of interaction informa-
tion. For each object modelled, we include the functional-
ity of its moving parts and detailed commands describing
each desired interaction, by means of a dedicated script lan-
guage. A feature modelling approach [23] is used to include
all desired information in objects.

4. Features extraction and morphological de-
composition

In the previous sections we have depicted a scenario
where VHs are created starting by an acquisition process;
then, the acquired models must undergo post-process re-
construction phases; last, available accessories must be de-
fined, and virtual objects that can be manipulated (and how
they can be manipulated) must be specified. We have under-
lined that in all of this stages the ability to extract seman-
tic information from human body shapes is crucial, and this
mainly results in decomposing the shape into meaningful
segmented parts or in locating anthropometric landmarks
over the body model.

The most common features involved in human shape
synthesis are landmarks. Landmarks and segments provide
low-level semantic descriptors from which it is possible to
derive higher-level ones. Landmarks are points of corre-
spondence on each object of the same kind that match be-
tween and within populations [4]. The widely adopted land-
marks structure for human shape is the one proposed in the
H-ANIM standard [13] description, as shown in figure 3
(top).

The computational methods involved in the extraction
of features such as landmarks or shape segmentation must
comply with the following constraints:

• Landmarks extraction and morphological segmenta-
tion results must be anthropometrically consistent. Ex-
tracted features and segmentation must be associated
to anthropometric features and segments.

• Landmarks extraction and morphological segmenta-
tion results must be consistent and almost invariant
from one data set to another.

In figure 3, we show some examples of landmarks ex-
traction based on a multi-scale morphological analysis of
the human shape. These features are extracted with a tool
called Tailor, which is based on a multi-scale morphologi-
cal analysis method [21]. This method decomposes the sur-

face into meaningful shape features, like tips, tubular pro-
trusions, concave regions, sharp points, etc.

Figure 3. Morphological landmarks.

In figure 4 the shape analysis of two datasets with differ-
ent morphologies shows that the resulting identified mor-
phological regions are located at anthropometrically mean-
ingful sites and that they are greatly consistent between
the two data sets. We expect that this kind of segmenta-
tion could also allow to query the shape model for higher
level information. For example, the variation of the size of
region could also be used to derive some information re-
garding the morphology. The differences of the region con-
figuration corresponding to the belly-button at scale 4 be-
tween the two dataset may allow estimating fat.

In the previous section we have analyzed all the implica-
tions, methodologies and algorithms used in the creation of
Virtual Humans. As we can se is not a simple work and a lot
of information is required, generated and at the end lost be-
cause it does not have semantic information associated.



Figure 4. Consistent analysis of body shape
among various morphologies.

5. An Ontology for Virtual Humans

According to Gruber [9], an ontology is a formal spec-
ification of a shared conceptualization. Virtual Humans are
complex entities composed by well defined features, and
functionalities. Concepts and techniques related to the cre-
ation and exploitation of VHs such as those described in
previous sections are shared by the research community.
A formal representation refers to the fact that VH repre-
sentations and their associated semantics shall be both hu-
man and machine readable -this is achieved by means of an
XML-based representation.

Associating semantic information to the components of
a virtual environment has proved to be useful in terms of
component reuse, content adaptation, etc. In [12], Gutiérrez
et al. defined an object representation based on the seman-
tics and functionality of interactive digital items - virtual
objects- within a Virtual Environment (VE), see figure 5.

Every object participating in a VE application is a dy-
namic entity with multiple visual representations and func-
tionalities. This allows for dynamically scaling and adapt-
ing the object’s geometry and functions to different scenar-
ios. In [11], the semantic model presented in [12] was com-
plemented with an ontology of objects that allowed for ex-
pressing the relationships between interaction devices and
virtual entities in a VE. The present work builds upon the
acquired experience and focuses on a single type of virtual
entity: Virtual Humans.

Figure 5. Semantic representation of an inter-
active virtual environment.

5.1. Developing the Ontology

The development of an ontology usually starts by defin-
ing its domain and scope. That is, answer several basic
questions known as competency questions. Compe-
tency questions (CQs) are one of the best ways to de-
termine the scope of the ontology. CQs consist on a list
of questions that a knowledge base based on the ontol-
ogy should be able to answer [10]. The proposed ontology
should be able to answer the following categories of com-
petency questions:

Model history
Is this model obtained by editing another model?
What features have been changed on model X?
What tools where involved in the synthesis/modification of
this VH?
Who performed the task T on the model X?

Features listing
What is the height of the model?
Is the model male or female?
Is the model European?
What are the features of this model?
Is this model obtained artificially or it represents a real per-
son?
Which VH have a landmark description?
Which are the available structural descriptors for a particu-
lar VH?
Which are the standing(seating, walking, .) VH?
How is the body model represented? (a mesh/ a point set/...)
Is the VH complete? (does it have a skeleton/ a hierarchy of
body parts/ a set of landmarks attached to it? )

Questions whose answer is a function of low/high
level features
Most of the answers to these questions cannot be directly



answered by the ontology -at least not in the current version.
Answers will be provided by external algorithms which will
take as input the data retrieved through the ontology.
Which are the VH that are fat/slim/short?
Is this VH a child or an adult?
Does it have a long nose?
Does it miss any body part?
Do they have similar anthropomorphic measures ( in terms
of landmarks?)
Is the model suitable for animation?
How will this VH look like after 20 years? With 20 kg
more? With another nose?
Does this model fit this cloth?
What VH do I get if I put the head of VH1 on the body of
VH2?

Animation sequences
What model does this animation use?
What are the joints affected by this animation sequence?
Are there any animation sequences lasting more than 1
minute suitable for this VH?
Are there any ”running”/”football playing” animation se-
quences for this kind of VH?
Can the animation sequence X be applied to the VH Y?
(in the case of key-frames for skeleton-based animation this
would basically depend on the possibility to match the key-
frame data to the skeleton of the VH).

Animation algorithms
What are the input and output channels of a particular Be-
havior controller (animation algorithm)?
What are the models suitable to be animated with this algo-
rithm?
Does this VH have a vision sensor attached?
Can this VH react to sound events in its virtual environ-
ment?

Interaction with objects
What capabilities does an object provide?
What are the actions the human can execute on the object?
What are the characteristics of an object? (structure, physi-
cal properties, etc.)
How can the object be grasped?

5.2. Ontology components

We have defined a first version of the VH ontology based
on the competency questions listed above. The Ontology
for Virtual Humans aims at organizing the knowledge and
data of three main research topics and applications involv-
ing graphical representations of humans:

• Human body modeling and analysis: morpholog-
ical analysis, measuring similarity, model edit-
ing/reconstruction.

• Animation of virtual humans: autonomous or pre-set
animation of VH.

• Interaction of virtual humans with virtual objects: vir-
tual -smart- objects that contain the semantic informa-
tion indicating how interactions between virtual hu-
mans and objects are to be carried out.

Figure 6 presents a diagram of the main components of
the ontology. The primary class defined in the ontology is
the Virtual Human which is a full-body or partial represen-
tation of a human being. The model can be synthesized in a
variety of ways and can represent a real or a virtual person.
VHs are characterized by a set of general attributes (sex, na-
tionality, race, etc.), and structural descriptors.

The structural descriptor is an abstract class that defines
the entry points to a variety of descriptors such as anima-
tion oriented structures like human skeleton, Smart Object
skeleton and others such as topological graphs. This human
skeleton definition is based on the H-Anim specification.

The human body consists of a number of segments (such
as the forearm, hand and foot) which are connected to each
other by joints (such as the elbow, wrist and ankle). In or-
der for an application to animate a humanoid, it needs to
obtain access to the joints and alter the joint angles. Each
Joint node can contain other Joint nodes, and may also con-
tain a Segment node which describes the body part associ-
ated with that joint.

The shape representation of the virtual humans is placed
in the abstract class geometry that contains a general de-
scription of 3D Shapes used to represent a VH body or parts
of it. A set of landmarks can be associated to any geometry
as well as textures and other generic information.

Virtual Human animation could be created by means of
pre-recorded animation sequences or behavioral controllers.
Animation sequences can be applied to one or many VHs.
They could be constrained to some requirements to indicate
whether this sequence can be applied or not to other VH.

As virtual humans are capable of interacting with ob-
jects in their environment, the Smart Object class encloses
all those objects that can be manipulated by VHs. This class
is constituted by a hierarchical collection of nodes. The hi-
erarchical organization specifies the relations between dif-
ferent Geometry and Attribute Sets composing an object.

6. Conclusions

The current version of the ontology for Virtual Humans
is work in progress. As stated before, there are still missing
components which are required to fulfill all the needs of a
complex and multidisciplinary task such as the creation and
use of Virtual Humans. However, we believe this is an im-
portant step towards a formal representation of Virtual Hu-
mans. The following are some of the main application sce-
narios where the ontology for Virtual Humans can play an
essential role:



Figure 6. Main components of an Ontology for Virtual Humans.

Virtual Characters data repository: a search engine
for retrieving VHs and Smart Objects with particular fea-
tures/functionalities related to animation. The categories of
competency questions that would correspond to this sce-
nario are: Animation sequences, Animation algorithms, In-
teraction with objects and Features listing, to some extent
(features linked to animation such as skeleton, geometry
type).

Modeling data repository: a place where a mod-
eler/animator could find VH shapes (whether full or par-
tial bodies) and use them to model new VH, improve or
reconstruct existing ones. Categories of competency ques-
tions involved: Model history, Features listing (when
referring to geometric, anthropomorphic features), ques-
tions whose answer is a function of low/high level features
(the ones dealing with similarity measures related to the an-
thropomorphic features).

Shape recognition/extraction/analysis: a knowl-
edge base able to answer competency questions linked
to low level features of the VH shape (landmarks, topo-
logical graphs, and so on). Main users would include
researchers working on algorithms for recognizing fea-
tures on a shape representing a virtual/real human. Data
would be used on ergonomics studies, computer vision al-
gorithms, etc.

In this paper we described some of the main issues to
be solved in order to effectively model VHs. We have pre-
sented our advances on an ontology-based approach. This
is a promising alternative for modeling and managing the

knowledge related to Virtual Humans. Taking advantage of
an ontology for VHs depends on a two-way process: label-
ing graphical representations with semantic information and
being able to extract semantic information from graphical
representations. This will be achieved through shape analy-
sis and segmentation combined with anthropometric knowl-
edge and large sets of acquired data. We are currently focus-
ing our efforts on advancing the state of this research.
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